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versal English High

the crowd on his
vision and mission for the ‘Phenk Mat Mumbai’
project “We should not only live in a clean house,
but we should also make the areas around us
clean. We thought using children is the best
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make others around them listen to what they have
to say”.

School, Goregaon,
Mr. Milind Seth,
Universal English School

emphasized on the
importance of

PMM’s method of changing mindsets by setting
an example amongst children. Mr Seth spoke
passionately about the Recognize and Reward
method which has proved to be effective in
their school through the anti-littering campaign

He mentioned that the change that needs to be
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is not just a change in
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Mr. S.P. Singh, exprincipal of Sitaram

Prakash High School
described this campaign as a strong
mechanism which

Mr. S.P. Singh,
Sitaram Prakash High chool

dovetailed the students with a vision for a litter
free city.

Litter Poems by Harshida Verma and Shaikh
Ayan from J.D. Bharda High School.

Children were the stars hands down. Eco Commandos of JD Bharda school, Ms. Dimple Babariya and Ms. Neha Yadav spoke proudly of their
work in the program. Each of the performances

turned the audience rapt. The children were determined to change the mind set of the adults
seated in the hall through various performances

Litter songs by Nihal Mishra and Pooja
Tomar from Vasudev Vidyalaya.

themed on litter. Performances such as litter poems, songs, and skits were presented by various
schools. The skit by the Universal school students and PMM anthem ‘Hum Hongey Kamayab’
by Parle Tilak Vidyalaya Marathi Medium School
Primary Section. The prize distribution was next,
the prizes were split into two categories, runner’s

Skit by Al Momenieh High School .

up and first place for schools from Phase I and
Phase II.
The event concluded with Mr. Nishit Kumar,
Founder and MD of SBC3, addressing the audience with an acknowledgement to the team and
PMM initiative. The entire SBC3 team then came
up on stage as they were applauded by the audience.

Elocution by Tanay Chavan form J.D.
Bharda High School.

The various attendees then shifted out of the auditorium to enjoy an exhibit of Creative Corner of
artefacts and charts made by schools such as Bal
Vikas Vidyamandir, Disha Karna Badhir Vidyalaya,
N.P.K.T. Vidya Mandir and H.M. Nanavati English
High School.
The participants were given certificates and medals for their priceless contribution to the event.
Skit by Universal English High School.

Everyone enjoyed their snack boxes, specially ordered from St Stanislaus High School Canteen
and interacting with one another.
The PMM Documentary Link- https://youtu.be/

YQ75Mye7U5k
The event was covered by media such as Times of
India

online

edition-

https://

timesofindia.indiatimes.com/videos/
Elocution by Kripi Yaday from Staram Prakash High School.

entertainment/events/mumba i/anti-littersensitization-campaign-phenk-mat-mumbai-held
-in-mumbai/videoshow/66228328.cms

PMM Anthem: Hum Hongey Kamyaab by Parle
Tilak Vidyalaya Marathi Medium School, Prima-

Creative Corner charts by NPKT Vidya mandir and
Artifacts by HM Nanavati School

Maximum Competitions Conducted:

Maximum Competitions Conducted:

1.Sitaram Prakash High School

1. Bandivali Education Trust

2.Seva Sadan Organization

2. MKES English School

Maximum Activities Conducted:

Maximum Activities Conducted:

1. JD Bharda High School

1. Sudarshan High School

2. IES VN Sule English Medium

2. Umedbhai Patel English high school

Maximum Student Participation:
1. Shri Gauridutt Mittal Vidyalaya

Maximum Student Participation:
1. Children’s Academy

2. Dr. Shirodkar High School

2. Bal Vikas Vidya Mandir

Three Special Schools were awarded Trophies for their Extraordinary Participation in the Phenk Mat Mumbai Campaign:
1.Disha Karna Badhir Vidyalaya
2. Usha Jamnekar Mook Dhwani Vidyalaya
3.Dr. Shirodkar Special School

Dr. Shirodkar Special School- Extraordinary Participation in PMM Campaign
in Phase I.

Children’s Academy– Winners of Maximum Student Participation in Phase II.

Seva Sadan School– Runner’s up for
Maximum Compeitions Conducted
in Phase I.

SBC3 Team

Disha Karna Badhir Vidyalaya–
Extraordinary Participation in
PMM Campaign in Phase II.

